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California Proposition 65 Compliance
In November 1986, California voters approved a ballot initiative to address concerns about exposures to toxic
chemicals. That initiative became The Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986, better known by its
original name, Proposition 65.
California Proposition 65 includes a list of approximately 900 substances that are either toxic or carcinogenic. From
a regulatory perspective, Proposition 65 prohibits knowingly discharging directly or indirectly listed substances into
the drinking water and knowingly exposing individuals to listed substances without providing a clear and
reasonable warning. The purpose of Proposition 65 is to notify consumers via warning labels on the products &/or
packaging, or statements of compliance on official paperwork. Based on the information that we received from
our suppliers, to the best of COBO USA’s knowledge, all materials that we manufacture & distribute are being
properly addressed in accordance with Proposition 65 compliance requirements.
For our Organization’s own due diligence efforts, then COBO USA has completed the following two items:
● An official statement has been placed on all Purchase Orders to request pertinent, Proposition 65 information
from all COBO USA suppliers so that products purchased by our organization are, to the best of our knowledge,
compliant to the Prop 65 requirements. The statement reads as follows:
CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 – Please identify the products we purchase from your company that are to be addressed
under Proposition 65 requirements. Please send all supporting documentation to customer.service@us.cobogroup.net

● An official statement has been placed on all Delivery Notes to ensure our customers are aware of a possible
exposure warning to chemicals, including lead, in our products as it pertains to Prop 65 requirements. This
statement reads as follows:
CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 – WARNING: This product could expose you to chemicals, including lead, which is known
to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information go to:
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

If your Company resells COBO USA products to consumers in California, you must perform your own due diligence
by:
➢ Placing a warning label on package, or providing an applicable statement on paperwork to ensure
your customer is aware of COBO USA’s Proposition 65 exposure warning.
➢ For internet sales of COBO USA products, clearly and prominently display the following Proposition 65
warning, or place a hyperlink to the warning on your product display page:
California: WARNING: Possible Exposure to Chemicals, Including Lead – www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
➢ For catalog sales of COBO USA products, clearly and prominently display a Proposition 65 warning in
your catalog that unmistakably associates the COBO USA product that is being purchased.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Delaney
Michael Delaney
COBO USA Quality Manager

